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PRELIMI NA RY REPORT
VEN 02
Principa! Investigator: Dr. Adolfc C. RomerQ M.
S R- 0120 
According to projects during the' years of 1970- 972.
Several investigations have been made thlat wi[l serve .s oa 
base for fvuture studies using the imager'y taken by: Sateliite--
'E RTS i n
-Prior to submission of proposauls to NA"SA. The
Development Commission for the South of Venezuela had
already initiated studies in the area.
In addition to the mentioned studies, invesl'ic lo!:1is
had been carried out during ith. period April 171--.June 9,72
conrcerning the following disciplines: .eolkgy. Gegr iap':y,
Forestry & Ccart-ography. i Itis sram51e period it'-e olraniz-et;iorn
developed a iranirn.!, progrultr! for their personnel in the ftemc'i'e
S e nsg ., : courseIs such c:s, Irlierur1!ei'c! : of c Radar- , a ;a:r.'Z.y,
·.i 'cft i I P;: i ii i'- c,' '. '-,Y O ' -i .;'O ) Cl. t
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Remote Sensing course in Panama, sponsored by the IA GS &
Gepjogical Survey with its program EROS (Earth Resources -
Observation Systems)'. Shere taken by several members of the
A brief resume of the activities conducted follows:
GEOLOGY
MINISTERY OF MINES AND HIDROCARBONS
Ge-p!ogy studies have been made utilizing the Radar
.pmages conducted in regional phases to cover the entire area.
At the present time these studies are underway based on
co.nventional photographys of scale 1:50 .000.
GEO MO RPHO LO GY
MINISTERY OF'MINES AND HIDROCARBONS
Compartive studies have been realized in an analitic
and sinthesis level with conventional photography ac a scale
qf ;:5Q .001, in 75 % of the area. Comparative studies have
also been made in a comparison of the results obtained with
t-,e photography mentioned above and Radar imagery at a scale
of 1:250.000 to 1:1.000.000 with the objectlive of
gaining better interpretation of images at a small scale such
as are expected of the ERTS # I.
FORESTRY |
MINISTERY OF AGRICULTOURE
Elaborated studies are available based on Radar
Imagery at a scale of 1:250.000 of the entire area.
Investigations are being developed with a tendency toward
symbolizing the interpretation of similar vegelation at a
scale of 1:50.000 which wi Il be used as a base for future
interpretation of images from the ERIS 1.
CA RTOG RAP HY
NATIONAL CARTOGRAPHY AGENCY
During the period of these investigations 2 specific
types of data were obc iined: Conven ionci photography at a
scale orf I 50.000 using the WiLD RC9 camera, other
photcg raCp hy at a scale of f:130.000. In addition tlo thlis -
macteria I, rador imragery wars obtained a I a scale of 1:400.000
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using the Good Year APS 102, 3, 12 cm. system. Aitimetry
readings were also obtained with the imagery.
Preliminary maps will be prepared from the
conventional photography at a scale of 1:100.000
covering 50 % of the area.
Mosaics at a scale of 1:250.000, 1:500.000 &
1:1.000.000 were prepared with the radar imagery to be
used as base maps for the ERTS ' I Project in the absence of
existing maps, prepared through conventional photogrcmmetric
methods. Comparative studies will be made to determine the
quality of radar imagery & Satellite imagery to be used in
cartography.
H!DRO LOGY
Hydrographic maps are being prepared using the
radar imagery to detect the basins arnd sub-basins and the
swampy areas and bodies of water.
A progra!m has been developed concerning the
processing of data that includes the i-nterpretatioa;, coilecfion
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pof data ,including Horizontal and Vertical Control also
Ti:p:ical I examples for the interpretation of radar imagery,
:conventional photography and multi-spectral images.
This program also include the monitoring of all -
the existing information as Topomaps, thematics maps,
historical maps and new systems of archives for every
Egrtographic product concerning this project. Another
important aspect refers to the photographic process. A
Technica I Team has been trained, and the necessary
equipment for this process is also available.
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ANNEX TO THE PRELIMINARY REPORT.
In relation to your paper: "Provicions for
participation in the NASA Earth Resources Technology -
Satellite A (ERTS-A) Project (Phase Approach, Part I (b),
dated . We are informing you that our
Agency has the ground control point data on the proposed
test site.
We are sending you 13 control points identifies
with its geographical and U.T.M coordinates and the
corresponding imagery of the site.
Note: the /118 control point isn't very well
identified on the imagery.
COORDENADAS U. T. M14
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